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Since the beginning of this century, scientists andfishermen have
become increasingly aware that an undeveloped Pacificsaury resourse
exists off the west coast of North America.This awareness has come
through the observations of commercial fishermen,particularly those
in the albacore tuna fishery and the California-casedseine fisheries,
and fishery assessment surveys by the Soviet Union,Japan, and the
United States.No American fishery for saury has been established,hut,
on the Asian side of the Pacific, Japan, South Korea and the Soviet
Union have developed large saury fisheries.
The Japanese fishery, which has been in existencesince the 17th
century, was revolutionized just before World War II bythe introduction
of new fishing geqr and techniques.Japanese landings of saury reached
a high of 575,000 metric tons in 1958 but declined to approximately
52,000 tons in 1969 (Table 1).The Soviet Union entered the Asiatic
saury fishery in 1958 and has operated a largesaury fleet since 1960.
Recent Soviet landings of saury have been around 40,000metric tons
annually although their 5-year plan hada 160,000-ton goal ,for 1970.
South Korea also has a fisheryon Pacific saury in Asian waters, landing
between 20,000 and 50,000 metric tons annually.
Wtih the decline in saury landings by Japan, the price ofsaury
has increased severalfold since 1967.During the 1970 season, the
average price to fishermen for all sizes of saury landedwas S299 per
ton.Fish of prime size for tuna bait often commandedex-vessel prices
of $400-$500 per ton.Freezer plants in American Samoawere reportedlyTable l.--TotaJ. Japanese catch and approximate catch compositionfrom
1952-1969 saury fishing seasons (in metric tons)1/
Year
Total
catch
Approximate
Small
catch composition 2/
Medium Large
1952 225,727 20,000 160,000 50,000
1953 253,661 25,000 210,000 25,000
1954 292,717 20,000 140,000 130,000
1955 497,002 15,000 210,000 190,000
1956 327,813 25,000 180,000 25,000
1957 421,530 20,000 185,000 170,000
1958 575,087 15,000 230,000 215,000
1959 522,567 10,000 290,000 220,000
1960 287,071 10,000 110,000 160,000
1961 473,732 35,000 370,000 80,000
1962 483,160 15,000 170,000 290,000
1963 384,548 30,000 255,000 90,000
1964 210,687 30,000 65,000 115,000
19o5 230,300 15,000 200,000 15,000
1936 237,776 25,000 155,000 60,000
1967 217,261 20,000 165,000 30,000
1968 120,000
1909 52,000
1/This table has been compiled from Hotta (1964c) and unpublished
Japanese catch data (A].1 Japan Saury Association,unpublished data,
1968).It is realized that the categories of approximatecatch do
not always add up to the total tonnage harvestedbecause of omission
of some data and possible reporting errors.
2/Saury classified as "small" measure from 20 to 24 cm (KL)and weigh
about 45 grams, "mediun' from 26 to 28 cm(1(L) and 85 to 95 grams,
and "large" saury measure from 29 to 33 cm (1(L) and weigh 100 to
155 grams.(Japanese scientists have selected knob length (1(L) as
a standardized length measurement for saury.Knob length is mea-
sured between the tip of the lower jaw and the posteriortip of
the muscular knob of the caudal base, Kimura, 1956a).selling 10-kg bait packs of frozensaury for about $60(i per ton.
The increased value ofsaury has stimulated interest, both
domestic and foreign, in thesaury resource off the American Pacific
coast.
Because it occurs well offshore andwas of slight value, little
research was conducted on eastern Pacificsaury before 1967.A
program has since been initiated by the NationalMarine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) to study the biology ofsaury and to investigate
factors which are likely to beimportant to possible U.S. partici-
pation in an eastern Pacificsaury fishery.
The first step in thenew program was to become fully informedon
the Japanese saury fisheryand to review research studies.In July
1968, NMFS contracted with thesenior author to investigateJapanese
saury industry and research facilities.The junior author madea
survey of Japanese, Soviet, and domesticscientific literature.
Accordingly, this report containsinformation on the Japanes.:saury
fishery, summarizes biological studieson the western Pacific saury
stock, and considers the less well-knowncentral and eastern Pacific
stocks.
3PACIFIC SAURY STOCKS
POPULATION STRUCTURE AND LIFE CYCLE
Cololabis saira (Brevoort), conmonly referred to ashlsauryl! or
!need1efishI? in English and ?!sanmaTin Japanese, is one of three
1/
species belonging to the family Scombcresocidae, orderBeloniformes.
F t has an ci ongate, slender body, dark greenish-blue dorsalsurface,
silverish ventral surFace, projecting lower jaw, and a singledorsal
finFar hack on the body (Figure 1).Adults, superficially resembling
flying fish without wings, grow to a length of 35.5 cm.
Although members of Scomberesocidae may be found in most temperate
waters of the world (Figure 2), the Pacific saury isgenerally restric-
ted to the waters of the Pacific Ocean between 19 and 58 degrees N.
latitude (Hotta, l964c; Kobayashi et al., 1968).The species is "homo-
geneous'(Sokolovskii, 1969) but appears to be separated geographically into
three groups designated here as the western, central and easternPacific
stocks'(Figure 3).Soviet studies have indicated that eastern and
western Pacificsaury intermix at times but some Japaneseinvestigators
believe tlìat the stocks do not overlap (Hotta, l964c;Kobayashi, 1968).
1/Other Japanese names are Bansho (local name in Sado,Japan), Banjo
(Niigata, Japan, Kado (Mie, Japan), Marukado (Tile, Japan), Saira,
Saire, Sairenbo, Saera (Kansai, Shikoku and Kyushiu,Japan),
Tamanosayor-i (Awaji, Japan), Savori (Wakayama and Toyama,Japan),
Saza (Coto Archipelago), Sazameio, Sairaiwashi, etc.
2/As used here, the term stock is defined as apopulation segment that
has geographical affinities and may or may not hegenetically distinct.
4Pacific saury Atlantic Saury Dwarf saury
Cololahis saira Scomberesox saurus Cololabis adocetus Jaws
somewhat profruded Prbtruded similar to C.saira Mouth
short elongated but soft short Vertebrae
63 to 66=(38i.40)+(25'26)64 to 66(39''42)+(24''25) 54 to 58=(33'35)+(2l'%23) Pectoral fin rays
13 to 14 14 9 Gil 1-rakers
35 to 38 45 17-20 (first lower gill-arch)
Distribution Entire North Pacific North Atlantic, South Australiaoff Peru
Pacific Saury
FMIILY SCOMBERESOCIDAE-Saurjes
u-I I
/ Cololahis Scomberesox Cololabis
f saira saurus adocetus
(Pacific Saury)Atlantic Saury arf Saury
FAMILY
FAMILYELONIDAE
( EXOCOETIDAE Flying Fish Needlefishes
Atlantic Saury
Compiled after:
Uatanaka(1955)
Sugama(195 7)
Am. Fish Soc. Spec. Pub.No.2(1960)
Clemens and Wilby(1961)
Hotta(1965)
FAMILY HEMIRAMPHIDAE
Hal fb e ak S
IORDER,/
BELONIFORMES
Figure l.--'Phylogenetic relationshipof the Scoinberesocidaewithin the Beloniformes
and principal ulorphologicaland geographical factorscharacterizing the three species ofsaury.
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4Although the western Pad tic stock has been fished forover two
centuries, apparent changes in stick size only recenri'occurred as
landings and fishing effort peaked.The combined saury catch by
Japan, the Soviet Union, and South Korea exceeded 600,000metric
tons in 1958 but has since declined to about 130,000 metrictons in
1969 (Figure 4).Although fishing effort has decreased somewhat
since its maximum in 1958-62, authorities agree that thisstock has
diminished (Shin Suisan Sokuho, 1969).As a result of the reduced
supply and continuing demand for saury, the unexploitedcentralnd
eastern Pacific saury stocks may become economically important.
Domestic interest has been shown bynumerous tuna companies who buy
Japanese bait saury to supply leased longline vessels,During the
late sunier and fall of 1969 and 1970, the JapaneseGovernment and
fishing companies funded extensive exploratory fishingoperations
in the central and eastern Pacific,During 1970, at least 15
Japanese vessels operated off the west coast of the UnitedStates
and Canada.
Western Pacific Stock
The western stock is distributed over three generalareas:the
Northwest Pacific Ocean, the Okhotsk Sea, and theJapan Sea (Hatanaka,
1956a,b),A large portion of the saury in the westernPacific is
believed to enter the Okhotsk Sea through the KurilIslands in mid-
sutner and leave there to join other western Pacific fish in late
fall (Figure 3) (Hatanaka, 1956a,b, and Kobayashiet al., 1968).
Although Kimura et al. (1956) have showna substantial number of
saury to enter the Sea of Japan north of Hokkaido Island andthrough
the strait between Honshu and Hokkaido for spawningin the late susuner
7iiiitIe111111, ii hi ieved (linttIJapan Sea snurv is at least part: Ia] 1 v
re I (III Ic('anI ic group (flclat e ,Tolioku ('eglonal Pesearcli Laboratory,
pc r:-ntnnnnniin I cat ion, 1968)
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cvHt and Japanese scientistshave published many articles onthe biology
the 'nH Fir saury.Unfortunately, they have not been able to agreeOn
ctrtain key issues,in an attempt tQ minimizeconfusion, the Japanesetheories
.v ill he presentedfirst followed by Soviet theorieswith important pointsof
disngrt'ert summarized in table form.
SThe first significant theories on saury grcwth, reproduction, and
migrations were presented by Flatanaka (1956a, 195bb).These initial
studies indicated the Sea of Japan and the Pacific coast othe Japan-
ese Archipelago from latitude 25°48' N. to 43°19' N, were the two major
spawning areas.Eggs were collected nearly 1,000 miles at sea.
Iiatanakats work indicated that spawning in theSea of Japan occurred
mainly in May and June whereas spawning in the Pacific Ocean occurred
throughout the year.Hatanaka repor Led that the saury attained sex-
ual maturity at 3 years and that a few survived to spawn at years.
The smallest ripe females measured 25 cm in length (1(L); however,
females usually attain sexual maturity at a length of 2to 30 cm (KL),
Young saury were reported to congregate around the southern Japanese
islands, while adults migrated north during spring andsummer and
returned to the south during late summer, fall, and early winter.
Later studies by other Japanese scientists indicated that some
of Hatanaka's conclusions were apparently incorrcct.The mosL ce-ct:
and widely accepted Japanese theories on saury biology (Naito, 1967-
presented at Annual Japanese Saury Symposium) are described below.
The western Pacific saury stock is divided into two distinct
populations, one spawning in the spring and the other spawning in the
fall (Hotta, 1960).A mature female spawns from 1,000 to 4,500 eggs
several times during a reproductive season (Hatanaka, l956a; Japan
Saury Study Group, 1968; Kimura et al., 1961).The eggs are fert-
ilized and float near the surface where they typically become attached
to seaweed, feathers, or each other by filamentous threads.Investi-
gations in the Sea of Japan and Pacific coast of Japansuggest the eggs
hatch into actively swimming and feeding larvae in about 10.3days inwater of 20°C (Hotta and Fukushima, 1963).Newly hatched larvae average
7.2 mm in body length (Yusa, 1960; also see Figure 5).The larval stage
is considered to end when a length of 6 cm is reached about 180 days after
hatching.Hotta (1958) demonstrated in his rearing experiments that juve-
nile saury measuring about 6 cm in length grow to 20 cm within 6 months.
app roX i nate l.y
20 cords
10 .0 dia. en
Biological zero
temperature =5.5°C
(Ilotta, 65)
4.
1.32 to 2.23 mm din.
A single cord
90° from the
others (20p)
Purple-green to blue
Silver-white to
blue-white 1mm approx.
Figure 5.---Four stages of embryonic development and newly hatched
larva of the Pacific saury (after Hatanaka, 1956a).
10Most Japanese scientists (Annual Japanese Saury Symposium, 1967)
presently believe that the spring-spawnedsaury become sexually mature
at about 2 years of age, spawn several times during the spring of
their second and third year with complete mortality followingsoon
after the last reproductive season.The fall-born saury also spawn
at 2 years of age, but do not survive to spawna second season.These
conclusions are supported by age-length studies ofcommercial catches
taken during the fall (Figure 6-a).Commercial catches were found
to be composed of 1½-and 2-year-o1d spring-born fish and 1-and 2-
year-old fall-born fish (Rotta, 1960; Odate, 1962).The range of
length and weight measurements of the fourgroups that make up the
marketable catch are as follows;1-year-old fish (mostly 20-24 cm in
length, about 45 g in weight); l-year-o1dfish (mostly 26-28 cm and
85-95 g); 2-year-old fish (mostly 29-30cm and 135 g); and 2-year-
old fish (mostly 31-33 cm up to 155 g)(Table 1).The flow diagram in
Table II summarizes the latest Japanese theoriesof saury growth and
development.
Age determination is considered extremely difficultMost
Japanese scientists (Annual Japanese SaurySymposium, 1967) presently
agree with the conclusions about the age ofsaury described above.
Additional evidence supporting these hypotheseswas obtained by Sugama
(1957) and the Japanese Saury Study Group(1967),Based on scale and
otolith readings from saury caught duringthe fall Lishing season,
two separate growth patterns have been detected(Figure 7).The
Type-1otolith is found in small and large fish(believed to be 1-
and 2-year-old fall-spawned saury,respectively), while the htType2t
11otholith is found in medium and extra large fish (believed to be 1-1/2 and 2-1/2-
year-old spring spawned saury).Scale readings also support these theories on age
;iiid growth
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Figure 6.-- Growth in length of Pacific saury as interpreted by
(A) Japanese and (B) Soviet scientists.Shaded
months correspond to fishing seasons.The two lines
in (B) indicate range of growth.(After Hotta, 1969c
and Naito, 1967 unpublished manuscript)
Hypotheses advanced by Japanese scientists to explain seasonal improvements
ol slury off the Pacilic coast of Japan are complex(Kobayashi et al., 1968)
(igures 3 and9).The sprIng- and fall-horn saury both occupy coastal waters
1)ut the fall-horn saury occur further offshore.As previously mentioned, Kimura
et al. (1958) reported that large numbers of saury enter the Sea of Japan northof
flokkaido and through the strait between Houshu and Hokkaido to spawn in the Sea of
Japan.
12
ITable II.--Flow diagram summarizing the general development
stages of the Pacific saury (after "Japan Saury Study
Group," 1968).
- 1,000 to 4,500 eggs spawned by individual females at each of 6
to 7 spawnings.
- Eggs have a dozen cords on one end and a longer cord on the side
vertical to the longitudinal axis, which typically become entan-
gled in or attached to floating or fixed objects.
- Eggs are oval, 1.73 to 2.33 nun in length, 1.51 to 2.00 mm in
diameter, and are typically transparent and colorless in their
earlier stages, becoming green-violet in their last stage.They
are slightly buoyant in seawater, having a density of 1.055.
- The incubation period varies from 15 days at 15° C. to 10.5 days
at 20°C.Eggs will not develop in waters below 5.5°C,(biolog-
ical zero).
LARVAE
Pre-larval stage: 5.3 nun to 7.8 mm in length.For 3 to 4 days,
nutrient is derived from yolk.
?ost-larval stage: 8 to 25 nun in length.Fin-rays and bones reach
adult numbers.
JUVENILE
- 25 to 60 nun in length.
- Otoliths are formed and the first ring appears.
- Adult number of gill-rakers formed.
- Heads are shorter than adults.
- Swimming ability develops.
'p
Youth stage:6 to 10 an in length.Adult in external appearance but
gonads are immature.
Pre-adult stage:10 - 23 cmin length (Kb).Gonad weight fluctuater
seasonally when size reaches 20 cmKnown to carry eggs when
22 to 23 cmlong.Sexes can be identified by the gonad weight
(GW) when fish measure over 10 cmin length.
I ADULT
Iood_seeking stage:Fish feed heavily and grow rapidly, condition
factor shows considerable variation between schools.
're-spawning dispersal 8tge: Saury lose weightas GW increases,Con-
centration of Vitamin A is translocated to reproductiveorgans.
Poor attraction to artificial lights noticeable in fish 28to 30
cmlong (lu.).
pawninR stage: 29 to 30 cmin length.Mortality is high after
spawning.
13pe1 o to Ith Scale Rings
Large
Sina I I
Small Large
r,
inn Lxi ia large Medium Extra large
pJA-0orn saury 1)rjfl-uLUdULY
Small(cm) Large (cm) Meclium(cm)Extra Large (c
rs II riu)s I)ii rent
handiii otol i th formed 17.06 17.16 24.22 24.4:3
Sr con 4t ranirent
baudiiiOtI) Ii thtoi-med 27. 52 32 .05
rin scale formed 6.38 5.90 6.11 6.55
0
End olLi rstridge
(r
l
Lu rniit ion 13 . 45 1 2. 57
Start o r
to mat i oil 22 . 43 24 . 81) 27. 39
Start of13
tomunat ion --- 32.54
Figure 7.--- Comparison of scales andType 1 otoliths from small (1-year-old)
and large (2-year--old) fail born saury withscales and Type 2
otoliths from medium (1.5-year--old) spring-born saury.The table
correlates fish length (cm) with scale ring andotolith band for-
mation for fall- (small and large) andpring- (medium and extra
large) born saury.(After Hatanaka, l96a; Sugama, 1957, 1959;
Hotta, 1965: and Hokkaido Saury Group, 1966)
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Young stage
NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN
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I Feeding period Yearly cycle
oflife in Pre-spawning period
adult fish.
j Spawning period
Figure 8.-- Hypothetical Migration Routes of Fall-Spawning Saury.The numbers
indicate months of the year.After Kobayashi et al. (1968).
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,During the southerly migration in the late suer and fall, large
saury may, but do not always precede the small fish because water
temperature conditions may temporarily disrupt the size-segregated
migration, resulting in a mixed southward migrating population
(Kimura, 1956b).
Recent Soviet reports on saury growth, reproduction, and
migration patterns are similar to the early theories and findings
of Hatanaka but usually lack the details of the Japanese studies
(for annotated bibliography of Pacific saury studies,see Hughes,
1970).Studies by Novikov (1960) indicate that spawning occurs
throughout the year with peak activity in spring and fall.
Novikov states, however, that the spring- and fall-born fish do
not constitute two separate populations.He also reported that
saury reach sexual maturity at 3 (2 +) or 4 (3 +) years of age.
Saury captured from August through November 1958 are mostly 2 +
and 3 + years of age fish with smaller proportions of 1 + and
4 + fish.Conmercial catches were mainly 25- to 31-cm fish.
(Compare Figures 6a and 6b for Japanese and Soviet age-length
interpretations).Evidently, much of the difference between
Japanese and Soviet theories on growth arises from difficulty in
ageing this species.
The Soviet explanation for saury migration patterns (Figure
10) is less complex than the recent Japanese concept andmore
closely resembles the early theory presented by Hatanaka.
Novikov and Klyuev (1958) reported that between August and
November the saury gradually move southward and concentrate off
17central Honshu.Studies by Parin (1960) indicated that adult fish winter in the
waters adjacent to southern Honshu Island and migrate north tothe middle Kuril
Islands during the summer.Recent studies by Novikov (1966) indicated that saury
migrate north from the southern grounds to the south KurIlIslands from June to
August, and commercial concentrations formed near the southern tipof Hokkaido in
September 1964.The latter observation was interpreted as being part of the south-
erly migration down the coasts of I-Iokkaido and Honshu.
Okhotsk Sea
130° 35° 140° 145° 150° 55° I60
450
40°
35°
300
Figure 10.-- Soviet hypothesis of saury migration.Dates from Novikov
and Klyeuv (1958); Farm(1960);and Novikov (1966).
Table III summarizes the noted contrasting theories onthe biology of the
western Pacific saury which have beenpresented by various Japanese and Soviet
authorities.
18Table III.Summary of contrasting theories on the biology of
saury presented by Japanese authorities prior to
1960, after 1960 and by Soviet authorities.
Original Japanese Current Japanese Soviet
opu1ation Hoinogenous Spring spawningHoinogenous
tructure Fall spawning
ime of spawning Throughout year Spring and fallThroughout
year with
peaks of
activity
in spring
& fall
rears of age
it maturity 3 2 2+ or 3+
rearsof age at 3-5 2 and 3 (spring)2+ - 5
spawning 2 (fall)
ge composition of 1;l.5;2;2.5 1+ - 5+
commercial catches
taken during late
summer and fall
..ife span (years) 4 to 5 3 (spring) 4 - 5+
nearly complete
mortality follow-
ing 2nd spawning
season
2 (fall) nearly
complete mortalit'
following 1st
spawning season
Central Pacific Stock
The following information summarizes existingknowledge of the
central Pacific saury stock.
Between 1955-59, research vessels of the NationalMarine Fisheries
Service's Honolulu Biological. Laboratory(unpublished data) collected
19information on the distribution, abundance,and size of Pacific saury
occurring in the North Pacific(300 N. to 470 N. latitude) from mid-
ocean (1800) to the west coastof the U.S.These data indicated the
abundance of saury in the central sector(135° W. to 165° W.) to be
relatively low compared to western(165° W. to 180°) and eastern
(135° to west coast) sectors.Observations in the central sector
where information was collected from Maythrough October revealed
scattered concentrations composed mostlyof small fish (2.5-17.5
cm).Most of the large fish encounteredin this sector were along
longitude 160° w.The presence of very small fish(2.5-7.5 cm)
suggests that spawning occurs from Maythrough October.In the
western sector (165° .to 180°) observations madefrom March
through August indicated large numbersof saury.Throughout this
study period, between 1,000 and 3,000fish were collected during1-hour
night-light stations.Size of available fish showed a moredefin-
ite seasonal trend in this sector assmaller fish, 2.5-15.0 cm
predominated in spring and early sumer,and fish of 25.4-30.8 cm
predominated in late summer and fall.
Eastern Pacific Stock
Although better known then thecentral Pacific stock, little
serious attention has been devoted tothe eastern Pacific saurystock.
The literature discussed belowgives some insight into itsdistribu-
tion and biology but fewconclusions may be made at this time.
Soviet research ships surveyedthe eastern Pacific saury stock
during 1958-59 (Parin, 1960).In winter, concentrations of saury
were observed along thePacific coast of North Americabetween
20latitude 330 N. and 38° N., and a small concentration was observed 450 miles west of
the Oregon coast at latitude 45° N., longitude 137° W. (Figure 11).From egg and larva
tows, this survey indicated that coastal waters between latitude 26° N. and 400 N. con-
stitute the main spawning grounds, and spawning occured chiefly from April to July.
90
Destruction
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A - Winter, 1908-9
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00 D - August-October, 1965
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Observation of saury
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1958-5, 1065. (Flscos and
Kajimuru, 1967.
1 1 0110
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Figure 11.-- Eastern Pacific stock survey
Another survey of the eastern Pacific stock was made by the Soviet vessel, Ogon,
from February through October 1965 off the coast of the United States and Canade between
latitude 40° N. and 54° N. (Novikov and Kulikov, 1966).No saury were located in June,
only small individuals were caught in July, and commercial quantities were taken in August.
From August through October, between latitude 41° N. and 48° N., saury were found in an
area averaging 50 to 70 miles in width (Figure 11).Saury distribution within
21this area was described as "irregular."The more dense concentra-
tions of sexually mature fish (26-30 cm) were found, between
latitude 42° 18' N. and 44° 22' N. in water temperatures of 12.5
to 13.5° C. North of latitude 44° 22' N., large saury (28-31 cm)
were found, but concentrations were less dense.South of lati-
tude 42° 18' N., separate schools of small fish (18-22 cm) were
located.In October, adults were found in coninercial quantities
throughout a 13,000-square-mile area.The investigators described
distribution and behavior as similar to that of saury off Japan
and the Kuril Islands.
The NMFS research vessel, John N. Cobb, made a survey of saury
off Oregon, Washington, and southern British Columbia during August
and September 1967 (unpublished NMFS cruise report).An abundance
of large fish, mean length 23.2 cm, was encountered 30 miles west
of Destruction Island, Washington (Figure 11).On this occasion,
a dense concentration of fish was observed continuously over a
3- to 4-mile band.Saury schools were also found 5 to 10 miles
west of the Oregon-California border.
Eberhardt (1954), Ahlstrom and Casey (1956), and Ahlstroui
(1968) have reported on saury within the(Ca].ifornia Cooperative
Oceanic Fisheries Investigations) area off California and Mexico.
Eberhardt's study, from 1950 to 1952, indicated that a large
population was present and was most abundant during fall and winter.
Ahistrom and Casey have reported a detailed, month-by-month study
of the distribution and abundance of saury eggs and larvae, as well
22as visual sightings of adults.Their data suggest that off
California, adult saury are most abundant in November (Ahistrom,
NMFS, La Jolla, Calif., personal communication, 1969),Corres-
pondingly, Smith, Ahistrom, and Casey (in press) report thatin
the CaICOFI area saury are most abundant from late Augustto
December.
In the CaICOFI area, saury eggs are present throughoutthe
year, but 92 percent of the total were collected during February
to July and 65 percent during April, May, and June (Ahlstrotn,
1968).Based upon egg data, Ahistrom estimates the adult
saury population in the eastern North Pacific to be at least
450,000 tons.However, he notes that visual evidence of abun-
dance and stomach analyses of predatorssuggest that the pop-
ulation actually may be several times larger thanestimates
made from egg data. No estimate of maximum sustainable yield
is available.However, if the population structure othe
eastern Pacific stock is similar to the western Pacific stock,
where the Japanese have estimated the maximumage to be 3 years,
then one would expect the natural mortality rateto be quite
high.This being the case, MSY of the eastern Pacific stock
(based on Ahistrom's estimate of population, size)would be at
least 200,000 tons (Pereyra et al., unpublishedplanning docu-
ment)).
The NNFS Honolulu Biological Laboratory cruises conductedin
the eastern sector of their studyarea (135° W. to North American
west coast) included the period from spring through latefall,
23During the sunner (July-August), corresponding with thenorthward
shict othe 13° to 18° C isotherms, the locations of sauryobser-
vations also shifted northward,The bulk of the observations as
well as the larger concentrations of fish were between40° N. and
470
N..latitude..Most of the sightings were of fish 2,5 cm to
10.0 cm long, but a few fish in the 25.0 cm - 35.0 cmsize group
were also prusent.In late fall (November and December) the
sightings were concentrated between 32° N. and430 N. latitude.
Saury ot the 30 cm size group were most prevalentduring the fall,
The data suggests that spawning occurs between32° N. - 43° N. and
135° .to the North American west coast at leastfrom May through
August.
ECOLOGY AND BEHAVI0P
Japanese and Soviet authorities (Annual JapaneseSaury Sympos-
ium, 1967 and 1968) indicate that the distributionand behavior of
saury are strongly influenced byenvironmental conditions, partic-
ularly water temperature.Knowledge of the saury's reactions to
changes in water temperature is important in predictinggeneral
migration patterns and short-term movements.
Effeçp_ Water Temperature on Migration
Saury are sensitive to water temperature gradientsthroughout
their life cycle (Hatanaka, 1956a).Larvae less than 29 nun in length
are usuaLly found in waters of15 to 25° C (average 17° C), whereas
Larvae larger than 30 mm occupy waters of 14 to18° C.Saury larger
thai 60 mm occur ir water temperatures of 7 to23° C; however, large
24concentrations usually occur at temperatures of 17 to 18° C.
Spawning takes place at temperatures of 10 and 22° C,
Temperature gradients, both horizontal and vertical, largely
determine the geographical range and depth of saury concentrations
(Fukushima, 1962, and Zusser, 1967b).The maximum depth in which
saury are found is regulated by prevailing currents and thermal
stratification, but Pacific saury usually are not found deeper
than 60 meters.This species also prefers to congregate in waters
near sharp thermal gradients such as the California and Davidson
Currents in the eastern Pacific (Novikov and Kulikov, 1966; Farm,
1960) and the two branches of the Okhotsk Current in the western
Pacific (Zusser, 1967b).This preference may be related to the
abundance of food in these areas resulting from upwelling, rather
than thermal conditions (Farm, 1960; Zusser, 1967a),Sharp thermal
gradients that temporarily bisect migration routes, however, often
stop or severely impair fish passage (Kimura, 195Gb),This phenom-
enonhas been noted several times in the western Paciiic and isa
very iporat .actor in forecasting fish abundance in an area
(Fukushima, 1958, and Zusser, 196Th),
Strong winds which create the upwelling conditions responsible
Lor the sharp thermal gradients affect the location oi feedin;
grounds and migration patterns (Parin, 1960).Such winds often
result in highly concentrated aggregations of saury, whereas weak
winds or winds that dissipate existing thermal gradients result
in widely dispersed saury schools.The catch rates of Soviet and
25Japanese vessels have been shown to berelated to wind intensity,
direction, and to the resulting thermal gradientpatterns.Steep
thermal gradients resulting from prevailingsouth winds in the
Japanese and Soviet fishing areas arebelieved responsible for
high catch rates (Fukushima, 1958; Novikov,1966).
Daily Vertical Migrations
Studies in the western Pacific haveindicated that adult
saury generally are found atdepths betwep 30 and 70 ci during
daylight (Zusser, 1967a).Stomach analyses have indicated that
during this period the fish feed mainly oncopepods, fish eggs,
and larvae, aidic megalops larvae of erustaeans(Hotta and
Odate, 1956).At sunset, the feeding rate diminishesand the
saury migrate to surface waters,where theystay during darkness
(Zsser, t?(ia; Potta and Odate, 1956).Numerous small aggre-
gations often merge near the surface duringthe early hours of
darkness to form masses of fish that may corseveral square
miles.If food has been abundant during the previousday, the
fish do not feed at night (Zusser, 1967a).At sunrise, the fish
again descend into deeper waters, theaggregations may break up,
and the fish resume feeding.
Schooling and Predators
Although saury may form dense schools under natural conditions,
this is not considered a typical behavioralcharacteristic of the
species.During hours of darkness, saury more typicallyform
rather1ooseaggregations on surface waters.Such concentrations
are often of a single year class(Hotta, 1964c).Japanese fisher-
men characterize saury concentrationsin the following manner:
26(1)Nagashi (Cruising):Fish swimming in a same direction ina
well-coordinated manner.These groups are easily spottedeven
in daytime, and are preferred by fishermen forharvesting.
(2)Shiraxni (White Spots):Fish observed by the white spotson
the surface of the ocean due to sporadic uncoordinatedfish
movement at the surface level.More difficult to ooserve
during the day and usually yielding marginalamount of
harvest.
(3)Hane (Jumping):Excited groups of saury jumping into the air.
(4)Soko (Bottom):Groups near the sea bottom.Usually observed
by Sonar or echo sounder only.Other names:J3ochi, Tsubo,
etc.30-70 m deep.
(5)Uaxnonomawashi (chased by Jack-knife):Groups oi saury being
chased by predators.Easily attracted and caught,
In the eastern Pacific, marine mammals andpredatory fishes have
been observed to feed onsaury.Gill and Hughes (in press) observed
a 44-foot sei whale (Balaenoptera borealis) feedingon surface schools
of saury during daylight hours offPoint Reys, California.The whale
was subsequently killed and examined.Its stomach was filled with
saury along with a small quantity of unidentifiedeuphausiids,.
Individuals, from the estimated 500 poundsOf ingested saury, ranged
in fork length from 6 to 29cm.Fiscus and Kajimura (1965) reported
that saury ranked sixth in importanceas a food species for the fur
seal Callorhunus ursinus off California,Stomach contents of 32
marlin caught near San Diego in latesummer of 1951 showed that
Pacific saury constituted about 75percent of their diet (Hubbs and
Wisner, 1953).Clemens and Wilby (1961) reported that albacoretuna
feed on saury, and fishermen report thatcaptured halibut and
mackerel often "spit up" saury.Grinols and Gill (1968) observed coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutci),
jack mackerel (Trachurus symmetricus), and sablefish (Anoplopoma
fimbria) foraging for saury that had concentrated at night beneath
floodlights off the Washington-Oregon coast during August-September
or 1967.The stomach contents from representatives of the three
predatory species confirmed the observation.
Response to Artificial Light
At night, at the surface, saury will fn dense schools under
artificial
lights0In the western Pacific, saury are apparently
attracted to Lights only during their late summer and fall southerly
migration.The horizontal and vertical areas of attraction are
dependent on light intensity and color.Saury show a positive
response to an intensity as low as 0.01 lux; they remainfor a long
time in the zone of 150 to 200 lux; they remain for a few seconds
in the zone of 600 to 800 lux; and they avoid zones of more than
bOO lux (Sidel'nikov, 1966),
Saury were observed to be sensitive to wavelengths between 390
milliraicrons and 370 millimicrons,The response to light, however,
may be partly because of the availability of food (copepods,amphi-
pods, euphausiids, etc.) under or near light.This is based on the
observation that saury that are not hungry are said to have poor
"hitsuk&' (attraction to light) and also by the fact that below certain
depths, light does noseem to attract saury as readily as might
normally be expected.The experistents upon which these observations
are based were conducted by Iharagi PrefecturalExperimental Station
in 1967.Owing to the absorption coefficientof light in water, white and
blue lights penetrate farther thanred light.By the use of white,
blue, and red attraction lights,saury can be lured into respectively
smaller areas and closer to thesurface, thus increasing school
density (Chiba Perfectural FisheryResearch Base, personal communi-
cation, 1968).
Behavior During Spawning Period
Although sexually maturesaury continue feeding during the
spawning period (Kotova, 1958),ripe fish are not attractedto
alluring lights (Yamamura andMuto, 1962).This phenomenon is
believed to be related toa lack of Vitamin A content in theeyes
during the Spawning period.
Saury that are ready tospawn actively seek floating algae
and debris in theopen sea.Ayushin et al(1967) showed a direct
relation between the abundanceof floating debris and theabundance
of spawning sauryon the spawning grounds.In an attempt to improve
the reproduction conditionsfor saury, Soviet investigatorsscattered
bund1eof straw on the sea surfacein a spawning area,They noted
saury laying eggs in the straw-coveredarea during the day.After
12 hours, the bundleswere retrieved, and as many as 4,000eggs per
500 g of damp strawwere counted.Saury have been observed tospawn
during the entire 24-hour periodwith peaks of activityat midnight,
early morning, and midafternoon(Kimura et al., 1958).
29HARVESTING TECHNIQUES
Most of the information presentedin this section was providedby
Japanese research institutes andindustry representatives whichthe senior
author visited during his stay in Japan.Much of this information is un-
published.It was provided verbally and asinformal reports and blueprints.
BRIEF HISTORY OF SAURY FISHING GEAR
Japanese fishermen and scientistshave developed most of the harvest-
ing techniques employed in Asian sauryfisheries.Such techniques were
usually designed to take advantage of one ormore of the followingbehav-
ioral characteristics of this species(Fishing Vessel Research Laboratory,
Tokyo, personal communication, l96).
(1)Formation of surface concentrationsat night.
(2)Attraction to floating objects(during spawning period).
(3)Aility to hear predators and other sauryfeeding.
(4)Attraction to artificial lights(during part of their
life cycle).
Hachida-Ami (1673-1680).--This firstknown commercial saury fishing gear
was a trawling lift-netconstructed of cotton fiber (Figure12).It
measured 100 to 200 meters (corklinelength) and was pulled by two
Japanese-style wooden boats.This technique (Fujinami et al.eds.,
1958) utilized many of the basic conceptspresently employed in the
popular stick-held dip net.
Straw-Mat Method (1793-present).---In 1793, a methodof catching spawning
saury by hand, known as thetVstraw_t method," was invented in Japan.Althou
this harvesting technique is used only for spawningfish, it is still seen
practiced in the Japan Sea during the spring when moremodern techniques are
not useful.
30Figure 12.-- Hachida-Ami
Fishing is conducted froma small boat anchored in the spawninggrounds.
The mat, measuring about 3m. by 1 m. is floated beside the boatand supports
seaweed which hangs in thewater to create a favorable spawningenvironment.
Fishermen grab saury through holescut in the mat as the fish laytheir eggs
on the seaweed (Hotta, 1964c).According to Naito (KushiroPrefectural
Fisheries Laboratory, personalcommunication, 1968), a fishermanmay catch
up to 5 fish each time he reaches throughthe holes.A small scoop net
made of a blue nylon fiber, 45cm. diameter scoop and a 1 to 1.5m. long handle
has now replaced bare hands.
The commercial quantity ofsaury harvested by this method hasnever been
significant.Their quality is also consideredinferior to fish caught during
feeding season.
31Saira-0amior Agri-Ami (1820).--This gear was animproved model of
the Hachida-Ami and more closely resembled a purseseine (Dr. FukushIma,
personal communication, 1968).It was operated from two 10-tonwooden
vessels, each manned by 3 to 4 persons.The cotton net measured over
1,300 m. in total length and was composed ofthree parts:(1) the
wings (Michi-Amis), the bunt (Kama-Ami)and a reinforced section of the
bunt (Uodort) from which the catch was brailed(Figure 13).
DO 1)OR IKAMA-AM1 MICHI-AMI
Drawing courtesy
of Dr.Fukushima
Figure 13.Agri-Ami (20 sections, 43 m. each).
32agashi-Ami (1898-present).--A commercialsaury gill net was developed'
by the Chiha Prefectural Fishery ExperimentStation in 1898.It's con-
struction and operation is similar toAmerican commercial salmon gill
nets (Figure 14).Originally, nets were composed of severalsections
Figure 14.Nagashi-Ami (Japanese saury gill net)
and measured approximately 4meters by 900 meters.Porcelain or lead was
used to weight the bottom edge, whilepieces of paulownia-wood (Aba) 20cm.
by 6 cm. served as flotation for thecorkline.
Nets were operated from small (15 ton)motorized vessels, which
fished 2 to 30 miles off the coasts.This gear was set at sundown and
recovered shortly after sunrise.Catches of saury averaged about 1ton
per set.During years of peak fishing effort, theannual Japanese gill
net harvest ranged up to 10,000 tons.
Improved nets of synthetic fiber called"Amilon" and foam plastic
floats are still being used todayto catch saury in some regions of
Japan, and in South Korea.
33Fish-Alluring Lights (1901-present) .--The saury's strong attraction
to artificial light was accidentally discovered by gill-net fishermen
when lanterns replaced flags as net markers.Because unusually large
catches were taken in the lighted areas, much effort was devoted to
refining light attraction techniques.
The utilization of fish-alluring lights for attracting fish is
attributed to Yoshiro Murakami of Chiba Prefecture.The technique was
first used commercially for sardines but was later adopted for saury
fishing.
Experiments with submersible fish-alluring lights have been con-
ducted by the Ibaragi Prefecture Fishery Research Laboratory.Experi-
ments conducted in 1967 demonstrated that while submersible alluring
lights do attract saury, schools fail to surface when the lights are
raised.(Alluring light systems presently used by Asian fishermen are
discussed below).
Boke-Ami (1937-present) .--The Boke-ami or stick-held dip net method of
saury fishing was invented by fishermen in Chiba Prefecture in 1937 and
was first used commercially in 1938 (Figure 15).It is most effective
when used with alluring lights.World War II regulations prohibited the
use of lights, and it was not until 1949 that this method became widely
accepted.However, the method was so superior to older methods that by
1950 nearly all Japanese saury vessels were equipped with boke-ami gear.
The gear and its operation will be discussed in detail below.Figure 16
shows the six basic steps of boke-ami fishing.
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Figure 15.-- Stick-held dip-net (boke-ami)shown in a partially
hauled position besidea Japanese-style saury vessel.
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Step 1
Searching for schools
All lights on.Net up.
tIL.
Step2
Gathering schools on starboard
Fishing and search lights on.
Net lowered.
Step 3
Guiding schools into net
Lights on and off in sequence
around the vessel.
Step 4
Enclosing the schools
Net side lights on.
Pursing the net.
RED LIGHTSONLY
Step 5
i::hrh;'
-iL' ip':i
: Z/j\.
\
Hauling in net while gathering
other saury
Lights on for net.. schools.
Net pulled toward the vessel.
Step6
Bailingthe catch aboard
Fish concentrated on starboard
ready again for step 2.
Figure 16. Six basic steps followed in the boke-ami fishingoperation.
36"Improved" Boke-Ami Methods.--An "improved" stick-held dipnet was
proposed and patented by Fukuhara, 1947 (Figure 17).It consisted of
a bag-shaped dip net with sticks joined to the vessel via universal
joints.Operation of the gear is easy but not recommended in rough
weather.
A
B
Figure 17.Fukuhara Boke-Ami. (A) Net secured while vessel
searches with fish alluring lights and search-
lights on.(B) In fish harvesting position with
net lowered in waters.
Since 1967, Ibaragi Prefectural Fisheries Research Laboratoryhas
also been experimenting with their so-called "curtain-type"dip net
which can be drawn together to the center before beinglifted on board
the vessel.This labor-saving net has been implementedon their 200-
ton vessel.
Other recent improvements include nets of nylon insteadof cotton,
fluorescent lamps where incandescent lamps aloneare too inefficient,
use of hydraulic side-rollers to dry up the catch, improvednavigation
equipment (3-station Loran, sonar, facsimile, radar, etc.),and the use
of fish pumps and automatic fish sorting machines.
37Electro-Fishing.--Soviet fishermen have recently designedand tested an
electro-fishing technique for capturing saury (CommercialFisheries Review,
1965a).The gear includes:(1) alluring lights, (2) a suction pump,and
(3) a direct current electric field (Figure18).When a school of saury
is encountere(1, the suction pump is placed in the wateralongside the
vessel .The alluring lights (500 w. red lights) are positioned0.5 to 1 m.
above the water directly over the center of the pump.When the saury are
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Figure 18.U.S.S.R.Electro-Fish-Pump Fishing
(a) With Electric Field (Sakiura, 1968)
(b) With a Lift-Net
attracted under the lights, direct current is appliedbetween two steel
cathodes and the suction pump which serves as the anode.The saury
respond toward the anode of the direct current pulsed systemand are
pUmped aboard.It was reported that a medium-sized Soviettrawler took
more than 50 tons of saury in 12days and 20 tons in one night using the
above method.Al though this experiment was reported nearly six years ago,
reports of furthr development are not available.Despite suggestions
that the clectro-fishing technique is operational, theSoviet saury fleet
still uses the stick-held dip net as its standard gear.
38JAPANESE BOKE-AMI VESSELS AND GEARDESCRIPTION
Boke-Ami Vessels.--Japanese vessels which fish withboke-ami gear
during the saury season usually participatein several seasona1 fish-
eries.The particular choice of activities undertaken bya vessel
depends on its design, gear, arid homeport.To exemplify this diversity,
the off-season activities of 206 vesselsfrom Hokkaido (the northern
island of Japan) were surveyed.The analysis indicated that 84 percent
of the Hokkaido saury vessels also participatedin salmon fisheries, a
figure considerably greater than thenational average of 46 percent.
Most salmon-saury fishing vessels restrict theiractivities to
salmon and saury, but othersmay participate in three or more fisheries.
Table IV illustrates the typical fishing schedulesfollowed by saury
fishermen in four different regions.
Table IV.Typical fishing schedules of Japanese vessels from
four prefectures which engage insaury fishing
Prefecture
Date Ibàragi Kushiro Fukushima Kushiro
Aug.-Nov. Saury Saury & squid Saury Saury
Nov.-Dec. N.Pacific Saury, squid & Albacore Tuna
tuna tuna
March Bonito Pacific mackerel -- --
Apr.-July Bonito Pacific mackerel Bonito Salmon
25°N. lSO°E.
I
Eight years is the average economic lifeexpectancy of wooden saury
vessels,while over 15 years service is expected fromsteel vessels.
However, in the Japanese saury fleet vesselsmore than six years old are
rare.For example, Mito-Maru (the saury research vesselof Ibaragi
39Prefecture, constructed in 1962), was the oldest of 45 saury fishing
vessels (all over 150 tons) based in Nakaminato in 1967.
Because of competition for good crews, a modern and large saury
vessel is often equipped with a crew's dining room (a legal requirement),
a recreation room with TV and stereo, and improved living quarterswith
baths, washing machines, etc.Advanced electronic equipment (3-station
Loran, horizontal and vertical sonar, etc.) and new hydraulic labor-
saving machinery (such as a side-power roller, and an 8-gang line hauler)
are also standard on newer vessels.These, in addition to higher wages
(salary plus commission) and various fringe benefits are needed to
maintain an adequate crew.
Vessel construction and specifications.--Since 1960 steel has begun to
replace wood in hull construction because of its greater resale value
and reduced maintenance (Dr. C. floke, Mitto Shipyard Co., Miho, Japan,
personal communication, 1968).Wood construction, however, is favored
for smaller vessels (40 tons or less) and is very popular among the
combination coastal saury and squid jigging vessels.Constructing wooden
vessels of 170 tons or more is becoming financially i.apractical because of
new marine safety and labor regulations.
A 1965 survey of 16 randomly selected vessels from Ibaragi and
Fukushima Prefectures, revealed that 10 were steel vessels which averaged
1.4 years old, and 5 were wooden vessels which averaged 5.0 years old.
The Japanese fleet stays modern because three to six-year old vessels are
usually sold to other Asian countries.
In 1967, 942 vessels totaling 60,151.86 tons, obtained permits to
fish saury in Japan (Table V).Hokkaido had the most vessels, but
40Fukushima Prefecture led in totaltonnage.Ibaragi Prefecture had the
highest average tonnage per vessel (127).
Table V.Size conposition of Japanese vessels whichwere
licensed to fish saury during the 1967season.
Numbers in parentheses indicate numberof vessels
that actually fished.
Prefectures Hokkaido Fukushima Ibaragi jMl-Japan
No. of vessels 220(186) 140(136) 66(63) 9142(828)
Total tonnage 10,830 11,539 8,371 60,152(55,332)
Av.tons/vessel 49 82 127 64(7)
No. of vessels
10-20 tons 27 (15) 1 (1) 0 (0) 41 (22)
20-30 tons 5 (5) 0 (0) 0 (0) 44 (34)
30-40 tons 29 (27) 7 (6) 0 (0) 206 (170)
40-50 tons 99 (85) 8 (7) 1(1) 217 (183)
50-80 tons 26 (22) 22 (20) 0 (0) 92 (83)
80-100 tons 34 (32) 102 (102) 35 (33) 307 (302
100-150 tons 0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (3) 8 (7)
over 150 tons 0 (0) 0 (0) 26 (26) 27 (77)
The number of vessels which have actuallyengaged in saury fishing
is shown in parenthesis in Table V.Of the 41 vessels in the 10-20ton
class which obtained permits, only 22,or 53.6 percent, actually profited
by fishing saury.On the other hand, 100 percent of thevessels lnrger
than 150 tons profited.The 12 Hokkaido vessels which registeredbut did
not engage in saury fishing, probably turnedto pole-and-line fishing for
squid.
Commercial licenses and season openingdates vary, depending on
vessel tonnage.No permit is required fora vessel smaller than 10 tons.
Opening dates were moved ahead in 1967 becauseof the earlier opening
date in the Russian saury fishery.However, the Japanese sauryseason
now opens between August 1 and 20, dependingon vessel size.Regulations
41allow small vessels to begin fishing earlier than large vessels.
Because saury fishing is conducted by combination vessels, consid-
erable variation is found in their design and specifications.The
following data are characteristic of most such vessels.
Size:
-length: 45 m(typically 25 m)
-Tonnage:10-250 tons (typically 100 tons)
-Carrying Capacity:60-6,000 m.-(4,500 rn.3 typical)
Power Plants:
-Main Engine:60-1,000 HP
-Auxiliary Engines:2 x 50 HP diesel or over
-Electric Power Generators:2 x 30 KVA or over
-Speed: -14 knots
Deck TMyout (Figure 19)
-Fish hatches on forward deck
-bridge at the center of the vessel
-Crew quarters near stern
Figure 1.Space utilization on a typical Japanese saury
vessel
/2The minimum vessel requirements for stick-held dip nettingare:
1.Adequate space on deck to maneuver the dip net.
2.Provisions for installing fish alluring lights.
3.Adequate storage space for the catch.The fish hold is
usually sectioned into compartments and re1rierate':.
4.Two searchlights (5 kw and 3 kw, thougha 7.5 kw and
5 kw combination is preferred on large vessels.
5.A spanker.
6.A sea anchor.
7.Auxiliary engines and generators for alluring light
requirements (the legal wattage limit on alluring
lights is 30 kw).
8.Radio communication.
9.Masts.
-Bow:Tripod or Toni (Japanese Shinto shrine gate)
with one boom.
-Stern:Single mast.
-No boom but with provisions for usinga spanicer
(there may be a separate spanker mast).
Manj Japanese saury vessels are equipped with the followingnavigation
and communication instruments:
iectronic Equipment:
Two or three station Loran (600 miles dayrange; 1,000 miles night
range).
Thirty to fortrmile range Radar
27 Mhz radio direction finder
Automatic Radio Direction Finder, 250 KFIz to 3 MHzor above
Sonar
Electric Temperature Gauge
43Corrrniuii C at ion Equipment
Main Trnnsrnjt;terand Receiver with 14 or morechannels
Secondary Single Side Band 8-channelTransmitter Receiver
Uric or more multi-band Receiverand Facsimile Band Receiver
Single Side Band Transmitterand Receiver
Facsimile Receiver for weather map,fishing area forecast
andot:her news.
Intercom, Walkie-Talkie, etc.
Fish Alluring LightSystem.--Lighting equipment andtechniques for
attracting saury have been highlyrefined for use in the Asianlift net
(hoke-nmi) fisheries.Specifically, various lightingtechniques are used
to locate surface schoolsof saury, attract them to andconcentrate them
around the vessel, and finally toposition and hold the fish forcapture.
Accordingly, the success of thisharvesting system is dependent upon
successful light-alluring procedures.
\lthough the type and placementof lights varies considerablywith
vessel design (Figure 20), all vesselsoperate under the same basic
concept.Lights are evenly spaced along oneside of the vessel, which
Figure 20.Light arrangements in Soviet andJapanese saury
vessels.
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Figure 21.-- Light standards typicallyused on (A) Japanese and (B)Soviet
saury fishing vessels.On larger vessels, power for the lighting systems is sually supplied by two
60 KVA generators.A 220-volt system is used on most Soviet vessels, but Japanese
vessels prefer to drop the voltage down to 100 volts in the lighting circuits
for safety reasons.The Japanese government is attempting to enforce a 30 KW
limitation for fish alluring lights used at any one time, regardless of vessel
size.All lighting circuitery is controlled from a master switchbox mounted
on deck and controlled by the fishing master.
Various types of alluring lights are wired in banks and attached to light
booms (Figure 21).Booms are of wood or steel and range up to 30 feet in length.
When fishing, the booms are oriented outboard from the vessel at an angle of300
to 45° above the horizontal which usually places the lights 9' to12' above
water.
The most popular fixtures on Japanese vessels include 500-watt, 100-volt
incandescent lamps mounted in reflectors and blue or blue-green 20-watt, 100-
volt fluorescent lamps.Because of the 30 KW lightiag limitations placed by the
government to avoid unnecessary competition, the more efficientfluorescent
lamps are gaining popularity.Fluorescent lamps also have a shorter wave-length
and thus can penetrate the water deeper because of lower absorptioncoefficient.
Vessels equipped with incandescent lamps have been observed to switch onboth
auxiliary generators to increase the voltage and obtain a higher color temperatur
however, this shortens the bulb life.
Figure 22 illustrates various lighting equipment used on Japanese saury
vessels.Sealed beams similar to automotive headlights and mercury vapor lamps
have also been considered for possible adoption,The arrangement of fish allurin
lights on a typical Japanese vessel and the maximum potential wattageof each
light hank is presented in Figure 23.
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a. Vessel with alluring lights in stored positions. The
light bank on the portside is composed of blue and red
incandescent lights to surface the fish as the net is pulled.
c. Saury searchlight (5 KW) used to scan surface waters
for saury schools.
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b. Combination of fluorescent and incandescent lights
are often used on one bank.
d. Vessel searching for saury with lights on.
Figure 22.-- Examples of lighting equipment used on Japanese vessels.o ROUND BULBS ARE
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Figure 23.-- A typical arrangement of fluorescent and incandescent
lamps on a saury fishing vessel.
48Although the sum of the power required for all lamps does not exceed
the 30kw legal limit, all the lights are rarely on at the same time.The
red lights on the dip net side (portside on most Japanese vessels, and
starboardside on most Russian vessels) are used to bring to the surface
saury which have been attracted, since the absorption coefficient in water
is greater for red color than for blue-white coloredlights.'Some
vessels use dimmed blue lights in place of red lights.The requirement,
in any case, is to hold the fish near the surface between the net and the
vessel as the web is hauled under and around them.
The arrangement of fish alluring lights used on the Russian R/V
PT Peramyda and the position of the boke-ami as it relates to the location
of fish alluring lights is shown in Figure 24.
Figure 24.Arrangement of fish alluring lights used on Soviet R/V
PT Peramyda.
1/The absorption coefficient for red light in fresh water (650-700 mili-
microns) is about 0.5 per meter, while that of blue light (450-500
milimicrons) is only about 0.04 per meter.
49The Boke-Ami and Auxiliary Cear.--The boke-ami or stick-held dip net
system is used by all nations involved in the Asian saury fisheries.
Some of the other harvesting techniques previously mentioned are still
employed, but their use is very limited.At least 98 percent of the
total Asian landings are made with the boke-ami.Although this gear is
relatively inexpensive and easily installed on many classes of vessels,
the fishing operation itself is extremely labor intensive.
A cost estimate for equipping an 88-ton saury vessel using Japanese
equipment purchased in Japan is given below.
Boke-ami dip net and brail Y 1,150,000 ($3,194)
Fish alluring lights (not 600,000 ($1,667)
mci. the generators)
Power side-roller 800,000 ($2,222)
Six-gang winch 350,000 ($972)
TOTAL: 2,900,000 ($8,055)
The above figures are based on the official exchange rate of '360 to
$1.00.
The size and to some extent the materials and design of boke-ami
nets vary with vessel size and class.A simply constructed net, used
mostly on small vessels, is shown in Figure 25.A more elaborate net
commonly used on larger vessels is shown in Figure 26, and a Soviet
boke-ami (Andreev, 1962) constructed of two mesh sizes, is shown in
Figure 27.Photographs in Figure 28 show a Japanese net attached to
the bamboo float poles, purse rings used along the ends of the net,
the leadline, and various sized meshes and strips of web in a boke-ami.
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Figure 25.-- Design ofa small, simply constructedJapanese stick-held
dip-net for use on small vessels.
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'igure 26.--- Design ofa typical Japanese dip-net fora 96-ton vessel.
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Figure 27.-- Design of the boke--ami used on the Soviet research vessel
PT Perainyda.
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a.Dipnet attached to the main bamboo float
poles (Mukodake).The top of the net is
laced to these poles which provides a
rigid framework as well as flotation.
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Rings assembled on a vessel.A purse line
passes through rings (shown above) lashed to
the ends of the net (fore & aft), allowing
the ends of the net to be quickly puckered
and closed during hauling operations.
r
c.A section of the cork-line is shown. d.Three different mesh sizes employed in body
of the net.
Figure 28.-- Various components of the Japanese stick-held dip net.When the boke-ami is set, the bundle of bamboo (Figure 28a),
supports the weight of the net which hangs vertically in the water as
a curtain of web.When not in use, these poles and the attached net
are secured along the vessel's rail by a pair of snatch hooks supporting
the ends of the poles (Figure 22a).From its stored position, the boke-
ami can be quickly set by releasing the snatch hooks.Figure 29a shows
the hook in position.
Additional gear used with this harvesting system may include a 6-8-
gang line hauler, a net side roller and the brailer.The line hauler
and net roller are mechanical labor-saving devices which have only
recently been employed in this fishery (Figure 29b,c).
After the net is set and pushed away from the vessel's side, the
leadline is pulled up and toward the vessel by a series of lines to
form a blanket of web between the bamboo poles and the vessel.Although
these lines are still hauled by hand on some vessels, a 6- or 8-gang line
hauling winch is faster and reduces labor requirements (Figure 30).An
even more laborious task is pulling most of the net aboard the vessel,
thus confining the catch to a small pocket of web for brailing between
the bamboo poles and the vessel.Labor requirements for this task have
been reduced by the use of the power side-roller (Figure 31).
1/Plastic pipe has been used experimentally by both Japanese and Soviet
fishermen.
54a. Snatch hook.
b. Eight-wire winch.
c. Power side roller.
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Figure 29.-- Various auxiliary gear used in boke-aini fishing.
55X: crew member
C: Captain or fishing
master
W: deck watch
E: engine-room watch
Figure 30.-- Labor required to pull the leadline of anaverage sized boke-ami
up and to the vessel with the aid of an 8-gang line hauler.
UEUI
Figure 31.-- Labor required to pull excess web aboard priorto brailing
(A) without and (B) with the aid ofa side power-roller1.
Manufacturers claim this unit reduces crew requirementsup to
40%, decreasing hauling time by 40-50% and prolongingnet
life expectancy at the same time.
1AsahiyoSangyo Kabushiki-Gaisha, 1-1 Nihonbashi-honcho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, is
one of the makers of side-rollers especially designed for saury vessels.
The reversible hydraulic system costs about 1,450,000 yen for a 30-50 ton vessel.
56The final piece of auxiliary gear required in the hoke-ami fishing
operation is the brailer or Tamo.As in many other fisheries, this
brailer is operated from a boom and is used to transfer the catch from
the net to the fish hold.Japanese saury brailers are usually 1-2 m.
in diameter and are tied off with a puckering string.
BOKE-AjI FISHING OPERATION
Although fishing is conducted only at night,saury vessels run
during daylight hours, recording surface temperatures inan attempt to
locate areas of sharp thermal gradients.Plankton sampling can also help
locate saury since they feed primarily on certain forms.The presence of
several copepods (Cal.anus plumchrus, C. cristatus, C. fenmarchicus,
Pseudocalartus sp., Paracalanus parvus, Corycaeus sp., Labidocerasp.,
Omcaea sp.) and amphipods (Corophium crassicorne, Thermisto sp.)are con-
sidered favorable signs (Hotta, 1964c; Kobayashi, 1966).Flocks of sea
birds and other saury vessels driftingmay also serve to indicate the
presence of saury.At sundown, the fishermen prepare for the night's
fishing.
Several procedures are followed during the searching, detecting and
harvesting operations.The vessel cruises with the alluring lightson
and uses 7.5 and 5 kw spotlights mounted on the bow and aft bridgeto
scan the sea surface for jumping saury.On most Japanese saury vessels,
the fishing master (FM), not the captain, is in charge of these operations.
From the upper deck the fishing master controls all alluring lights and
steers the vessel with a hand-held remote rudder control.Other personnel
active during scouting include the captain, two engineers,a radio man,
two spotlight operators, and an assistant to the fishing master who watches
the sonar and records sea surface temperaturesevery five minutes.
57when a concentration of jumping fish is seen in the spotlight, the
vessel is stopped to eliminate propellernoise.!"As the vessel drifts
toward Lhe school, the alluring lights attract the fish toward the vessel.
Usually the school can he most rapidly drawn to the vessel lights by
slowly sweeping a spotlight beam from the fish toward the vessel.When
the saury near the vessel the fishing master examines the school size,
composition and behavior.If judged adequate for harvesting, the remain-
ing crewmen are ordered to their stations.
When possible, the gear is set so the wind drifts tIvessel away
from the net while the current moves the net away from the vessel.
Under adverse current-wind conditions, it is sometimes necessary to use
the spanker, a small sail, and occasionally maneuver the vessel with the
main engine to keep the net properly oriented to the vessel.
Assuming the net is operated from the portside, fish attracted under
portsLde lights are relocated to the starboard, prior to setting the gear,
by turning off all lights on the net side of the vessel.The main bamboo
float poles (Mukodake) with net attached are then released from the snatch
hook, and (Irift away from the vessel.Other bamboo poles (Oshidake) are
used to push the main floats and net away from the vessel (Figure32).
Figure 33 shows the net hanging vertically in the water and attached to
the vessel by the 6 or B lines which run from the net leadline to the
vessel 's line hauler and by lines which are attached to the poles
prPviously used to push the net away from the vessel.The net is now
ready for the fish schooled under the starboard alluring lights.
1/Saury will react to propeller noise (approximately I kc), so the
surface of the propeller is often smoothed to minimize noise in
this frequency.However, it is still recommended that the main
engine be stopped when a school is located.
SBFigure 32.-- The bamboo float poles (Mukodake)and attached net are dropped
from the vesselts snatch hook andpushed outboard by two other
poles (Oshidake).
' A.
FLOAT
Figure 33.---- Once away from the vessel, thenet hangs verticafly and is attached
to the vessel by 6 or 8 lines whichrun from the net's leadline to
the line hauler.The bamboo poles previously usedto push the net
from the vessel, now float on thewater.Next, the fish are attracted
between the net and the vessel.
59Because the saury prefer lighted waters1 it ispossible to move
the school from starboard to port (bweenthnet and vessel) by
sequentially extinguishing all starbr lgøts in acounter-clockwise
fashion (looking forward).Port lights aragain turned on and off
until the entire school has beenmovdunder.tbe bank of lights located
amidship which illuminates that areae4hvessel and net.Before
pulling the leadline up and toward thevessel, it is usually necessary
to lure the school to thesurface wbre they are most susceptibleto
capture.The principle used to move tishfro(n port to starboard can
also he used to surface the school.Pied light 4 absorbed by watermuch
faster than white or blue light.Thu1 the school will usually riseto
the surface as white or blue lights areextinguished and red lights
turned on.At this point the net isauled (Figure 34).
Approximately two minutes are nee4d thaul the net from its position
in Fiurc 33 to that in Figure 34.Most of the web is then pulledaboard
in order to confine the catch to asmall pocket.This procedure takes
about 5 minutes, and is the most labQrioupart of the operation
(Figure 35).Time required to brail thefish aboard once confined to a
web pocket (Figure 36) rangesfrom 4bout 5 minutes for a600-pound catch
to about 15 minutes for an8,000-pounçl catch.Brailerfuls of fish are
emptied into the hold.Handling procedures aboard shipwill be discussed
in the next section.
If only part of the available fishre captured, it isusually
possible to regroup the remainderunder the starboard alluringlights
and hold them for another set.Even if all available fish areenclosed,
60-1
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I$4the starboard lights are usually turned on while the catch is being
brailed, in an attempt to attract other schools to the vessel.When
schools are plentiful, it is often possible to make several sets
without additional searching.Under such circumstances, a well equipped
vessel may complete up to 14 hauls per night.
(B)
Figure 36.--Final stages in thefishing operation are shown
(A).The catch is jorked into a web pocket, and
(B) brailed directly into the fish hold.
62HANDLING CATCH ABOARD SHIP
The procedures for handling catches ona typical Japanese vessel
are summarized in the flow diagram showing the operation of the boke-
ami harvesting system (Figure 37).Aboard commercial Japanese saury
vessels, handling procedures are precise and carefullycontrolled.As
might be expected, selling prices are largely determinedby size com-
position of the catch, freshness and generalappearance.Fish pumps
have not replaced brailers because it is believed theyare more
damaging to the product.Excessive loss of scales has been the main
complaint.Before the catch is stored below, samplesare routinely
collected, measured and weighed (Figure 38).Such data are included
in the vessels log and transmitted by radio toa fishermen's infor-
mation center.In the hold, saury are moved about by shovel.The hold
is refrigerated and sectioned into individualcompartments that may be
equipped with automatic refrigeration controls (Figure39).Fresh fish
in the fish hold are held in a mixture of 2°C. saltwater and ice.
Sufficient water is held in the hold to partiallyfloat the catch and
reduce squashing and flattening.The bloody brine solution is replaced
in 5 to 10 hours with a solution of freshsea water and preservatives.
The temperature is then decreased to 0°C.Japanese fishermen believe
these carefully controlled thermal conditionspreserve the bright color
and flavor of the fish.If the fresh catch is immediately cooledto
0°C., both color and flavor deteriorate.Saury are not usually kept
aboard the vessel more than 3 days.When fishing is good, the fish
will usually be unloaded in port the following day.
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Figure 37.Flow diagram summarizing operation of the Japaneseboke-ami
harvesting system. (Explanation of steps is summarized on
page 63).
64School of saury near surface.
The school is discovered by the searchlightoperator spotting a few
fish jumping under the light.The school size is judged by the
fishing master (FM) as adequate or inadequate forharvesting.
The school is attracted to the vessel's alluringlights.The lights
on the net side are turned off and the vessel will coast around the
school in a clockwise direction to attractas many saury as possible.
The school gathers and starts to circle (usuallyin a random but
somewhat clockwise manner) under the fish alluringlights while the
net is set on the portside.
The school is guided from the starboard to portsideby sequentially
extinguishing lights in a counterclockwise directionand by turning
on all lights on the portside.
With lights A, B, C, D, E, F, C, and H off, andlights I and J
(both red and blue) on, the 3 kw searchlight isrotated clockwise
(light hitting the water only when themotion is from right to left,
and the beam aimed towardi the sky in thereturn trip from left to
right) to guide the school from the starboardsideto the net side.
By turning off light I, the school is moved under theblue and red
lights of support J.
The school keeps circling under lightsS and surfaces as the blue
lights are turned off and the red lightsare kept on.The net is
pulled when the FM decides that the schoolcan be contained within
the net.
The school is contained and further confinedto the net's fish-
gathering section.
Catch ready for brailing.
Saury are braIled and slid down into the fish hatch.
Sea water. Ice in hatch.
Pumped Crushed ice moved
into the fish hatch.
Ice, saury, and sea-water mixed. (Preservativesare usually added
after fishing activities are over.)
Samples are inspected and measured for thesaury survey.
Hold saury are kept at 0 to 2°C. by refrigeration.(Freezing saury
on board is discouraged.)
6ffInformation concerning the handling of saury on Soviet vessels is limited.
Apparently saury are simply transferred to factory ships by saction pumps where
the fresh product is canned (Filimonova, 1965).
:j c
Figure 38.-- On Japanese vessels, samples are routinelycollected and size
composition determined.This data plus weight, location, and
date and time of each landing is broadcasted to a central data
exchange center for the benefit of all fishermen and research
agencies.
I
Figure 39.-- Fish holds on Japanese vessels aredivided into small and usually
refrigerated compartments.Fish are placed in a seawaterice
mixture, which minimizes damage to the product.Thermal conditions
are carefully controlled to preservecolor, texture and flavor.METHODS OF PROCESSING SAURY
The reduction in Japanese saury landings during the last decade
has altered prices and product demands.During the late 1950s and
early l96Os most saury were prepared for human consumption, anda
lesser percentage was frozen for tuna bait.The situation gradually
changed until 1969 and 1970, when nearly all saury which met bait size
requirements were purchased by the tuna industries at inflated prices
(see Table VI for 1962-1967 data).
Table VI.Approximate product distribution of 1962-1967
Japanese saury catches.(Figures are presented
in tons of whole fish and percentage of total
catch by year).
roduct 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
!resh (tons) 75,667 53,44937,41040,92749,401 22,883
16.47. 14.57. 17.87, 17.87. 20.87. 10.57,
rrozen (tons) 171,556181,953123,350 30,784150,350140,636
(7,) 37.17. 49.97, 58.87. 56.97. 63.27. 64.87.
anned (tons) 54,86740,2621,837 25,926 10,232 10,277
r bottled
(7.1 ll.9% 11.07. 7.97. 11.37. 4.37. 4.77.
'rocessed food
(tons) 63,391 41,52316,639 25,209 16,609 15,971
(%) 13.77. 11.47. 7.970 11.07. 7.07. 7.47.
ish meal (tons)
oil soluble 96,96347,069 12,470 6,84611,184 27,450
(7,) 20.97. 13.17. 5.97. 3.07. 4.77. 12.67,
Lotal (tons) 462,444374,256209,716229,690237,776217,217
67The following information extractedfrom Suisan Tsushin (1970b)
summarizes current trends forutilization of saury products:
"The Saury Association has recentlyannounced the
following uses for saury in 1969:
Product
Fresh
Frozen
Canned
Processed
Meal and oil
Pmount of Saury Used (in metrictons)
Hokkaldo Honshu Total
Quantity 7. Quantity 7. Quantity 7,
6,599 31.6 2,152 6.9 8,751 16.8
12,860 61.6 28,87792.2 41,737 80.0
22 0.1 1240.4 146 0.3
9 0.0 1600.5 169 0.3
1,394 6.7 00.0 l394 2.6
TOTAL 20,884100.0 31,313 100.0 52,197100.0
Due to a marked reduction inthe total catch of saury in1969,
the proportion used for canningand processing declined while
that for frozen bait for tuna fishingaccounted for 80 percent
of the total catch.The ratio of fresh saury for human con-
sumption did not change much (10.5°!.for 1967, 19.47. for 1968
and 16.87. for 196c) but the quantity wasonly 8,751 tons
(22,883 tons for 1967 and 25,264 tonsfor 1968).The ratio of
frozen saury increased from 64.8 percentfor 1967, 65.6 percent
for 1968 to 80 percent for 1969, butthe quantity also dropped
from 140,636 tons for 1967, 85,400 tonsfor 1968 to 41,737 tons
for 1969.
For the major prefectures inHonshu, the total catch for Miyagi
Prefecture was 14,957 tons (94.37. frozen,5.27. fresh and 0.57.
canned),Iwate Prefecture 13,890 tons (93.8°!.frozen, 5.67. fresh
and O.4, canned) and Aomori Prefecture450 tons (80.77. fresh and
17.17. frozen)."
Even though saury products are now quite restrictedby resource
supply, the fol1owinsection summarizes methods of processing saury
which have been recently employed.FRESH FISH
Prior to 1967 saury was considered "thebest" of the inexpen-
sive fishes.Fresh saury was prepared inmany ways, although
barbecuing them whole overan open fire was most popular.Baking
was also popular.Saury sashimi, or saury cut into stripsand soaked
in vinegar, was also acommon dish.The preparation ofsaury fresh
fish dishes and other Japanesedelicacies are described in "Processing
Saury" by the Hokkaido Sea-ProductResearch Group (1956).
FROZEN PRODUCTSFOR HUMAN CONSUMNION ANDTUNA BAIT
Saury has several qualities thatmake it a desirable frozen product
for human consumption and fortuna bait.It is especially muscular and
firm-fleshed, oily, and haspractically no stomach during the adult
stage.Because of the firm texture and lastingbright color after
freezing, saury is one of themost effective tuna longline baits,as
well as an attractive food fish.
When fresh fish are purchased forfreezing and storage, the
eventual destiny of the product isusually undetermined.Most of the
packing procedures fora frozen product satisfy both tuna bait and
other industry requirements.Thus, procedures outlined belowapply
for all saury whichare frozen for later use.
Prior to packing in 10 kg boxes(22.4 lbs.), fish are sorted by
size.Size categories correspond tonumbers of uniformly sized fish
which are required to fill the10 kg boxes.Such procedures are
especially important to the baitindustry, since a pack of uniform
sized fish minimizes squashing andthe sizecategory indicates the
number of bait pieces containedwithin each box.
69Traditionally, sorting was donemanually, but two types ofmechan-
ical sorters are now widelyused.One is a chute constructedof
gradually diverging bars.Fish are slid down the chuteand fall out
between the bars by size.The second device sorts bycentrifugal force.
Saury are rotated on a diskand thrown through the air.Fish of varying
weights are separated by thedistance traveled.This device has an
added advantage for packagingbecause sorted fish are linedwith the
heads pointed the same direction.Fish of fairly uniform size arethen
layered in the 10 kg boxes,tails in and heads out.The pack shown in
Figure 40 contains 120± 5pieces.Common packs of bait-sizedfish range
from 110± 5 count up to 180± 5count.Packs containing the smallerfish,
160, 170, and 180 count, areusually used for albacore baitrather than
for larger tunas.After boxing, the pack isquick-frozen, glazed,
covered with plastic and held at-30°C to -40°C for 24hours.!"Packs
are then transferred tocold storage where -20°Ctemperature is main-
tamed.
Figure 40.Saury, frozen for later use aseither tuna baitor for
human consumption, aresorted by size and layered in
10 kg boxes.This pack contains 120± 5 piecesarranged
in two rows, heads outand tails together.
1/At times, the antioxidant BHT(Butylated hydroxytoluene) is applied
to prevent oxidation duringfreezing.
70The quality of the product is periodically checked by random
sampling (1 sample if the lot size is less than 500, and 10 if 500
or more).The samples are subjectively evaluated forappearance,
odor and uniformity of glaze.Measurements are made of internal
temperature, micro-biological contamination, pH (acidityor alkalinity),
volatile base nitrogen, treinethylamine-nitrogen and volatilereducing
substances.It is not recommended that storage exceedone year.
Table VII indicates how the 1967 stock of frozensaury was utilized
during 1968.
Table VII.Utilization of frozen saury during 1968
Planned Usage (Metric Tonsi
Human Total inven-
MonthconsumptionProcessingTuna BaitOtherstory on hand
March 15,138 4,363 14,445 1,048 34,994
April 10,864 3,522 13,006 343 27,735
May 6,839 2,865 9,210 864 19,778
June 5,394 1,628 7,365 601 14,988
July 5,128 1,627 6,202 64 13,021
August 4,389 939 4,458 490 10,276
Sept. 5,301 4,480 14,405 368 24,554
Oct. 8,283 8,017 24,789 419 41,508
Nov. 6,541 10,417 32,741 1,441 51,140
CANNED SAURY!/
Frozen saury which are to be canned are first thawed and separated.
After inspection, the heads and visceraare removed.The fish are then
cut transversely into two or three pieces, or pre-cooked bysteam,
split into fillets and the backbone removed.Transverse sections are
usually soaked in brine prior to packing.The packed cans are then
steam-cooked at 100-103°C for 30-50 minutes, dependingon the size of
t/Most of the information in this section was obtained from
Tariikawa (1965).
71the can, after which excess liquid isdiscarded.Tomato sauce, soy
sauce, or oil is then added forseasoning.Next, the cans are sealed
and processed at 113-116°C for 70-110 minutes.Saury fillets are
often dry-salted for later use to prepare acold-smoked and canned
roduct.
During the 1950s and early 1960s, largequantities of saury were
canned.Ths was a good outlet for poorer qualityfish because many
of the sauces would mask a slight staleodor and size was of little
importance.
Canned saury products and the Japanese cannercodes for product
identification are summarized in Figure 41.
Saury
Saury boiled in water
Saury fillet
Seasoned saury
Small saury (Nangking)
boiled
Roasted (broiled) saury
Smoked saury in oil
Saury in tomato sauce
Saury in t.s. sardine
MP
MPN (salt is the only seasoning)
MPF
MPC (soy sauce, sugar, ginger,
MSG)
MPCN
MPK "sanma kabayaki" (dried)
MPS (95°C smoked then cooked)
MPT
style MPTB (packed in tomato sauce)
Saury in red pepper MP5 )
Saury in mustard MP6 )
Saury in curry MP7 ) Pickled
Saury in pepper MP8 )
SaOry in other mixtures MP9 )
Maker (company) Boiled(N)
Maker (factory)
MPN 1969, Octoberia
sc:
YNov
Z Dec
Figure 41.Japanese canner codes for popular sauryproducts.
72OTHER PRODUCTS
In Japan, several by-products have been produced from that
portion of the saury which is considered waste (30 percent by weight),
and inedible for humanconsumption.1"By weight, the waste portion is
composed of 77 viscera (intestines and gonads) and 237 scraps (fins,
heads and backbones).Depending upon fish size, 37 to 107. oil (by
weight) may be rendered from the composite waste portion.Fish scraps
can be pressed, dried and used as fertilizer, or processed into fish
meal for animal feed. "Stick water," the liquid fraction which is a
product rendered when fish scraps are processed into meal, is also a
potential food source.Valuable constituents include minerals,
vitamins, oil, and soluble protein.
1/Compared to other species of similar size, saury are high-yield
fish.
73MARKETING
Japan is the primary supplier and consumer of fresh and frozen
saury for human consumption and of frozen saury used for tunabait.
In the past, Japan also was a primary supplier of canned saury to
world markets.Presently) the tuna bait market for saury is the most
lucrative and largest in volume.The decline in Japanese landings In
recent years is responsible for this trend.Extensive export markets
for canned saury have diminished since 1966-67 because of limited
supply and the high cost of fish.Rising costs of fresh fish or
fresh-frozen fish for human consumption have also limited its use
to wealthier people in Japan.Unconfirmed reports indicate that the
Japanese Government may have recently placed restrictions on thesale
of bait-sized saury to markets other than tuna bait.Figure 42 shows
the trend in landings and prices in the Japanese saury fishery.
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Figure 42.Trend in landings and prices--Japanese saury fishery,
1952-1970 (Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, 1966
and unpublished Japanese data).
74CT0RS_AffQTING LANDINGS AND EX-VESSELPRICES
Because of the saury's oattern of migrationduring the fishing
season, catches are usually landed in northernports.Prior to 1962
when Ireezer storage was extremelylimited, northern Japanese ports
would be over-supplied with fish, whileareas to the south would be
in need of more fish to sustainprocessing operations.Consequently,
price fluctuations were a function oflocal distribution channels and
processing facilities.Such circumstances often causedsmall vessel
owners financial hardship, since their limitedholding capacity and
minimal refrigeration restricted theirlandings to nearby over-
supplied ports.Although ex-vessel prices throughoutJapan have since
been considerably stabilized by theconstruction of hundreds of freezer
plants, prices are usually lowestin Hokkaido and progressively increase
to the south.This trend and other pertinent dataare shown in Table
VIII.
Table VIII.Catch, effort and price data forthree prefectures
and the all-Japanaverage during 1967 (Zensanma,
1967).
Hokkaido Fukushirna IbaragiAl1-JapD
No. of saury vessels 186 136 63 828
Total tonnage (1,000 tons) 9,467 11,302 8,054 55,332
No. of trips 4328 3r020 1094
Avg registered
tonnage/vessel 50.90 83.10 127.85 66.83
Avg crew/vessel 16 22 36 23
yg No. landings/vessel 22.3 22.2 l7.4 21.1
Catch/vessel (kgms) 206,184 319,894 285,550 227,904
Catch/vessel (million yen) 6.555 17,482 15.682 l0,656
Avg. price (yen/kg) 31.8 54.6 54.9 46.8
vg price (cents/lb) 4 cents_6.9 cents 6.9 cents5.9 cents
75The relationship of vessel size (tonnage) to coast and earningsalso
reflects the value of a vessel which can land in ports where supplies
are low and prices high.For example, during 1967 the average price
per kilogram paid for saury to the largest vessels wasnearly three
times that paid to the smallest vessels, and the total expenses, in
percent of gross income, were 11 percent lower for the largestvessels.
Other important factors which influence ex-vessel prices are the
availability of fish and size composition of catches.Although raw
fish has been in short supply since 1967, and freezer plants have
improved market stability, the monthly variation in landingsduring
the season still affects ex-vessel prices.Generally, prices are
highest during the early season when the catch is low and decline as
landings peak during mid-September to mid-October.Prices may rise
again during the late season depending on previous landings and demand.
Figure 43 shows the variation in catch during 1962, 1963, 1966 and
1967 seasons.
One aspect whichindirectly affects landings andprices at
Japanese ports is the marineinformation system.Because saury
are highly migratory,fishermen have found an informationexchange
system between vesselsand portside data centers tobe beneficial
to all.The system's purpose is toreduce searching time and
increase the probabilityof productive fishing.The system has
two parts. Vessels(usually from 20 to 40) whichbelong to one
union, exchange coded data every4 to 6 hours. Typical reports
include vessel location,direction and speed, observationof other
vessels, birds, information onlast catch (tonnage, catchcomposi-
tion and behavior), zatertemperature and expected portof landing.Severe penalties are placedon those vessels which do not provideaccurate data.
The second system providesmore long-term "public information data"which is
broadcast daily for the benefit of theentire saury fleet.Information provided
includes catch data (one day old),forecasts of where new groundsare expected to
develop, and current ex-vesselprices at major ports.Information is originally
provided by commercial vessels andresearch bases which have shipsat sea. Figure
44 shows the complex nature ofthe saury fishing datacommunication network which
is but a part of the Japanese MarineInformation System.
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Figure 43.- Variation inapanese landin (iuetric tone) during four typical
seasons (1962, 63, 66, and 67).
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IportsDISTRIBUTION OF JAPANESE SAURY PRODUCTS
Saury landed in Japanese ports are sold througha broker who is
contracted by the vessel to sell its catch for its bestuse and
highest price. .The broker may deal through personal contacts,or
several prospective buyers (tuna bait companiesor fish wholesalers)
may examine the fish for appearance, quality and size and bidcompet-
itively.
Channels of distribution of fresh and fresh-frozen fishin Japan
resemble those in the United States.Fish purchased from a vessel by
a wholesale company for eventual retail as fresh fish,are packed in
10 kg boxes as previously described, and shipped byrail to retail
markets for public sale.Wholesale companies may freeze the boxed
fish for later sale to retail markets.
The majority of all saury landings is channeledto the frozen
bait market.Frozen bait saury held in storage by Japanese bait
suppliers is shipped by outward-bound tuna vessels to variousstorage
plants near major tuna grounds.Figure 45 shows points around the
world where bait saury are distributed to tuna longline fleets.The
world longline fleet consists primarily of Japanese, SouthKorean,
and Formosan vessels.Japanese concerns handle more than 75 percent
of the wend's supply of tuna bait.U.S. tuna canners, in both the
Pacific and Atlantic, purchase bait to supply the needs oflongline
vessels (foreign) under contract to them.The rapid increase in world
longline tuna fishing effort has resulted in estimatedrequirements of
65,000-80,000 short tons of bait in 1971.Worldwide average prices
paid by tuna vessels for bait saury during 1968, 1969 and1970 are
shown in Table IX.
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CopycghtTable IX. Average worldwide price paid for haltaury by tuna
longline vessels for 1968-1970
Price per
/
Price per11
Period 10 kg carton1 shorL ton-
1968 $3.89-4.17 $354-379
1969, March $5.00 $455
September $8.33 (high) $757
1970, early $8.89-9.16 $808-833
May $7.78-8.06 $707-733
late $5.50-6.50 $500-590
1/Price includes cost of product, insurance, and freight
from manufacturing point to consumption point.
Presently, production of canned saury commodities is very low
relative to that of 6-10 years ago.A small amount of saury, mostly
of poor quality or of undesirable size for bait or fresh fish, is
canned for domestic use and limited export to high-income countries
However, extensive export markets for many canned saury products did
exist during the 1950s and early 1960s.The total canned production,
export figures and destination of various export products during 1962
have been tabulated in Table X.Japanese saury landings during 1962
totaled about 462,444 tons, of which 11.9 percent or 54,867 tons of
fresh fish were canned in addition to an unknown amount of the 171,556
tons of fish frozen for later use.
81TableX.Production of canned saury for domestic use and export
during 1962 (after Tanikawa, 1965).Numbers shown in
parentheses are equivalent numbers of 48 pound cases
No. of cases
S-wry produced for No. of cases
poduct domestic use exported Export market
Prepared in 169,061 87,469 Burma, Singapore,
tomato sauce (113,285) (77,442) Malaysia, New Guinea,
Oceania, 1-longkong,
Belgium, Switzerland,
West African nations _____________
Prepar2d in 286,199 211,980 Lebanon, Philippines,
oil (118,948) ( 97,404) Ceylon, Holland, Bel-
gium, Switzerland,
Italy, Greece _____________
Prepared in
__________________
1,343,331
_______________
924
soy sauce C 684,702) (311)
Boiled 756,705 552,733 Philippines, Ceylon,
(656,337) (465,371) New Guinea, Egypt,
Oceania
Broiled and
canned 454,741
(Kahayaki) (144,799)
0hcr 2,007
(957)
TOTAL: 3,012,044 923,106
(1,719,028) (640,528)DISCUSS ION
Those who will be involved in the research and possible development
of a U.S. easternacific saury fishery can profit from the experience of
the Asian countries.Biological studies of the western Pacific stock fur-
nish a background for similar studies of the central and eastern Pacific
stocks.A knowledge of Japanese fishing techniques has already proven
valuable to U.S. scientists studying the eastern Pacific saury resource
(Ellis and Hughes, 1971).
The sharp reduction in Asian landings during the past 12 years has
resulted in more cooperative research between Japan and the Soviet Union.
A mutual concern over the decrease in annual yields is obvious.During
the 1969 Japan-Soviet Union saury meeting, the two countries agreed that
coastal stocks have decreased (Shin Suisan Sakuko, 1969).More recently,
the Japanese Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry reported that the 60
percent decrease in the saury catch between 1968 and 1969 was because of
a decline in stocks and a decrease in the numbers of vessels (Suisan
Tsushin, 1970).There is also concern over change in the size composi-
tion of Japanese saury landings.The percentage of large fish seems to
be decreasing and Suisancho Nippo (1969) predicted from the trend that
the 1969 catch would be composed mainly of medium- and small-sized fish.
Perhaps the most pessimistic report concluded that "saury fishing off
Japan this year was so poor (total 51,000 tons in 1969) that little can
be expected in the future" (Suisan Tsushin, 1970).However, the 1970
Japanese landings totaled about 80,000 tons.
Both Japan and the Soviet Union have conducted surveys of the saury
resource off the west coast of North America and Japan has carried out
limited commercial fishing operations.Obviously the potential for rapid
83development of a saury fishery exists if the resource is available in
sufficient quantities.Therefore, it is important that information on
the status of the resource be acquired rapidly so that a basis for
rational utilization can be developed.
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